WAREHOUSE ASSISTANT/ VAN DRIVER

TOTAL PLUMBING - SWANSEA
About us
We are looking to appoint a Warehouse Assistant / Van Driver for our TOTAL plumbing branch based in
Swansea. TOTAL Plumbing supplies heating & plumbing contractors with complete solutions and runs
alongside its merchant branches and a civils and roofing division across South West Wales.
The Role
In this dual role you will be reporting directly to the Branch/Assistant Branch Manager in maintaining a safe
and clean working environment in order to ensure the safety of staff and customers. To load, unload and
move stock manually by safe operation of forklift truck and to ensure customer orders are picked
accurately and efficiently.
You will also be responsible for the safe and efficient loading of a company vehicle and assisting in
providing an effective delivery and collection service to the customers or branches as necessary. You will
make sure that the vehicle is loaded correctly and that the supporting paperwork is issued.
When necessary you will also be required to deliver heating and plumbing goods throughout the Swansea
area.
The Person
We are looking for someone who:
 has experience in a busy warehouse/stores environment
 will be able to deliver excellent customer service
 will be self-motivated and have a dedicated approach
 works well as part of a small team, but also be able to use their own initiative when required
 is enthusiastic, and has a flexible approach and a willingness to take on new challenges
 is PC literate
 has a clean driving license
The package: We offer numerous benefits, training and career development. This is an exciting
opportunity with a competitive salary, staff purchase discounts and pension and life assurance schemes.
Hours of work: Monday to Friday 7.30 a.m. – 5.00 p.m. and alternate Saturday
Morning’s of 8.00 a.m. – 12 noon.

